Simplify Your Day and Empower More
Students to Succeed
By streamlining your advising workload and quickly connecting with students
and other support services, you can spend time on what matters most

Minimize Administrative Tasks

Streamline and Organize Your Calendar

Faculty advisors are often asked to do more in a
day than humanly possible. With advising reports
and communication tools, you don’t have to spend
hours on cumbersome clerical work or deal with
inefficient pen and paper systems. You’ll be
amazed at how much time you save with just a
few clicks.

Planning your workday shouldn’t be a hassle.
Keep your schedule organized by using our
technology to manage appointments and
availabilities. We sync with your Outlook, Google,
or iCal calendar, keeping you up to date on
upcoming appointments.

Target Specific Groups of Students

Manage and Advise At-Risk Students

Need to contact all History majors with a GPA
below 2.5? Identify high performers to target for
internship opportunities? We make this easy by
allowing you to filter for specific student criteria
using the advanced student search feature. Once
you’ve identified a cohort, you can automatically
email, text message, or report on these students.

Investing your time and energy in the students
who need it most is critical. Faculty early alert
campaigns let advisors know which students are
at-risk in specific courses, and predicted risk level
appears on each student’s overview. This way,
you’ll be supporting the students who need it
most and have the information you need at your
fingertips when they arrive in your office.

Keep Everyone in the Loop

Track Your Impact

In one click, see every interaction a student
has had with support staff campus-wide. Our
platform keeps a record of all communications,
appointments, meeting notes, and class
attendance. You’ll never have to dig through piles
of paperwork to keep up with a student’s progress.

Wondering if what you’re doing with students is
making a difference? Outreach analytics show you
which emails were the most impactful, while
campaign management tools will track progress
for each of your targeted campaigns.
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